Two Do the New
Podcast 1: Zach Salerno and Shelby Neal
{Enter Jamba Jam}
{Enter Vox Pop C}
My favorite candy is
My favorite candy is
My favorite candy is probably Twix because its chocolatey and it has a little bit of Carmel in it
Gonne go milky way it’s the perfect mix of milk and chocolate
Licorice cherry flavored
Snickers
Reese’s
Hershey kisses because they just melt in your mouth like I don’t know I can feel this huge release of
dopamine whenever I pop one in my mouth, they’re so sweet and easy and portable
{Exit Jamba Jam}
{Exit Vox Pop C}
{Enter Candy Judges}
Candy
Who doesn’t like candy
Who was the last person you met that said they didn’t like candy?

All around the world there are hundreds and thousands of different types of candy each with a different
story behind its creation
Have you ever wondered how to make that candy?
Or wondered the origin behind it
Welcome to To Do The New
I’m Shelby
And I’m Zach
Trying new things can be absolutely eye opening
Each episode we will choose a different topic from our wheel of foreign and we’ll go with that topic no
matter what
This week our topic chosen was the creation of candy
First we’ll get some opinions on what candies the best
Then we will try to recreate the most popular candies
After our collection of votes on what the best candies were we discovered the most loved canies in
Carmel Highschool are Sour Patch kids, Gummy worms, and Milky ways.
So the first candy we are gonna try is Sour Patch kids
So take a sour patch kid
Give me a blue one
So we’re gonna try them now

So the first instance its like really sour
Well I like them because they’re like my favorite candy
I think they’re overly sugary
You cant eat like more than 10 of them or else your teeth fell disgusting
They’re really good I really like sour patch kids, they’ve always been one of my favorite candies
Okay so the second candy that we’re tasting is the milky ways
Okay so I don’t really like milky ways at all there’s just a lot goin on
They’re the candy that I eat when there’s nothing else
Like on Halloween I’m not gonna choose that over a snickers
Its always the candy that left in the bowl that no one’s eaten like almond joys but I’ll eat those
And then whatever the thing is that’s inside it
The Nougat
The nougat
I do not like that
I like it
I like 3 muskateers more because its mostly nougat
So the last one we’re tasting is gummy worms
If I eat more than 5 of these my stomach feels like its full of gummies stuff and its just like ugh

I always been a big fan of gummy worms because Ive always liked juice and stuff and they remind me of
juice
It kind of tastes of medicine
It tastes like someone made ibuprofen gummies
So we tried the medicine flavored one
The orange is a little bit better
It gets better the more you go
{Exit Candy Judges}
{Enter Candy Creators 1}
[Enter Zach’s Beat 1}
So let’s jump right in and make some candy
So the recipe we’re making right now is for homemade milky ways so the first thing the recipe says is to
put the chocolate candy coating in the bowl so we’re putting chocolate spread and the shell coating in
the bowl
Oh that’s a lot
Do you wanna put a little more
Is that enough
How much does it say 6 ounces
So we’re just gonna keep mixing that

Okay we’re done with that
So it says coat the bottom of the pan, We’re using an 8 by 8 inch pan
So we need a lot
Holy cow what happened to this freakin spoon
In another microwave safe bowl we’re supposed to mix together the fluff and the chocolate spread, So it
said to add a lot of fluff to the chocolate spread the whole jar
Just use a normal spoon
That should be enough right
This hasn’t gotten hard yet so we’re continue stir
Wow that is hard
That is thick, thicker than a bowl of oatmeal
Just gonna keep on stirring
Is it thick with two c’s
It’s thick with 3 c’s
And then that should… Oh my god that actually looks nougaty
I know it does
Holy cow
And it smells really good
So then you have to microwave that for 30 seconds

Okay so we’re fresh out the microwave
So we’re melting the caramels with the milk so we need some milk
Do I put the caramel or the milk in first
Caramel
Oh my god why did you pour that many
These look like cereal
I could eat that straight up… And when we put the milk
And then we put the milk, 2 to 3 tablespoons of milk or cream
How do we need 7 ounces of caramel but only 2 to 3 teaspoons of milk?
So this whole time you’re supposed to continue to stir the mix of the chocolate spread
That was 2 minutes
Yeah
You’re supposed to spray the bottom of the pan
The next step is to pour the nougateyness
Look at how well that turned out
I know it looks really good, and then we’re gonna pour that into the mixture
So now we’re gonna take the caramel and pour it over the mixture before we put it into the fridge
Okay so we just put the mixture and the milky way bars into the fridge for 20 minutes

So lets take it out of the parchment paper, I’m gonna cut it into little pieces and try not to cut my finger
off
Its really melty
Woah it is really melty
Okay go, it tastes really good
Its actually not bad at all, it kinda tastes like a candy bar you’d get at summer camp or something
Yeah it tastes like ice-cream sandwiches
Earlier I said I hated milky ways but I love this version of milky ways and its cold
I’m feelin it
I actually really like it
Overall throughout this journey of making candy it was a strong test that I really wouldn’t have tried
before but I think it was a good experience
Yeah it was pretty difficult but it ended up with a pretty good product
I thought it was an awesome product
It tastes really good
It tastes amazing
{Exit Candy Creators 1}
[Exit Zach’s Beat 1}

